
EATING SUGAR ESSAY

Free Essay: Our Sugar Intake Must be Reduced! Everyone that has grown up in this culture has memories of eating
sweets as a child. They seem so harmless.

Even on television people watch shows or movies that show the outlaw or defiant character that refuses to do
the ways of society, they dont even care about the consequences. Insulin produces energy required for to
process thoughts and emotions. For example, if the government levies a high tax rate on these products, their
selling prices will be increased and people will be discouraged to buy them. Western culture has come to
associate sugar with love. Even water, when drunk in extreme excess over a specific period of time will result
in potentially fatal water-poisoning. And let us not even get into the whole premise of Halloween or Easter in
our society. For Example, Coke, when was the last time you actually read the label before having a taste?
Many people around the world have their own reasons on why they are fasting. Much of our unbalanced diet is
due to muddled facts and misinformation surrounding sugar and general health. Will a little hurt you? While
others argued that it is self responsibility to not eat sugary products. Basically put, sugar throws off your
natural serotonin balance, and to add to this the brain is now addicted to getting the serotonin high artificially.
While some of us know this or are starting to realize it, many more do not. Sugar affects every single system
in your body, and none in a positive way. I think it is time we call them for what they really are, and not kid
ourselves any longer about their chemical makeup. There is also the effect of the negative multiplier. Sugar is
a carbohydrate it is found in plants, vegetables, and fruits. So, the government ought to offer the products that
contain low calories so that the persons do not consume excess amount of sugar. The researchers Despite
popular belief, a calorie is not just a calorie. Eating sugar makes your immune system slow down to a crawl.
There are many risk factors that can cause a stroke for example having high blood pressure, smoking
cigarettes, high cholesterol, diabetes, and sleep apnea. It is a serious problem in terms of morbidity and
mortality. That was exactly 2 years ago. The sugar I am going to refer to here, is specifically the white sugar
that comes as granules or cubes, as well as brown sugar and all the various mixes of glucose, fructose and
sucrose, including high fructose corn syrup. It easily makes people feel bad about themselves, leading to
unhappiness. Sugar is While it tastes incredible and we pretty much add it to everything these days, it may
actually be killing us too. It would be one thing, if the problem was fruit sugars or natural sugar cane, but that
is not what we are talking about. The digestion of sugar requires many vitamins, minerals and enzymes to be
stripped from healthy cells. In this essay, I shall shed light on both perspectives with a lucid conclusion. Our
memory is an important part of the brains functions it helps us retain information learned and influence certain
behavior by using past experiences. However, with sugar being in most foods today as one of the top five
ingredients, it is time we wake up to the bitter truth about sugar, how it harms our body and plays a leading
role in almost every disease and health condition out there. Remember, this does not mean things like fruits
and dates, or even some raw honey. This results in bones becoming weak, porous and eventually osteoporotic
due to the withdrawn calcium. Does a sugar free party sound better now?


